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The ACH Network
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The Strength of the Network
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ACH Network Volume
Added over 2 Billion New Payments in 2020
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ACH Network Volume Growth
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Supplementing Fraud Detection Standards for 
WEB Debits
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Originators of WEB debit entries are required to use a “commercially reasonable 
fraudulent transaction detection system” to screen WEB debits for fraud

– Existing Nacha guidance already states:
“An important element of a commercially reasonable fraudulent transaction detection system would 
be the adoption of risk-based mechanisms designed to confirm the validity of an account to be 
debited.”

– This rule is intended to help prevent fraud on the ACH Network and protect financial institutions 
from posting fraudulent or incorrect unauthorized payments. 

– Merchants and billers (and their processing partners) are in the best position to detect and 
prevent fraud related to payments they are initiating.

Supplementing Fraud Detection Standards for WEB Debits
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If your organization allows consumers to 
make purchases or payments via the 
internet or mobile devices and directly, 
electronically withdraws payments from 
their checking accounts, this rule applies 
to you:

All industries
–Any size
–Governments included

Who is impacted by this rule?
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Commercially Reasonable Fraud Detection for WEB Debits

The existing rule language has been supplemented to make it explicit that 
“account validation” is part of a “commercially reasonable fraudulent transaction 
detection system.”

–The first time a consumer checking account is used for an electronic (ACH) 
payment, if the payment is taken or initiated over an online channel, the account 
number must be validated first.

–This could be the first time a customer makes a payment, or when a consumer 
changes the account number being used for online payments.
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The rule is neutral with regard to specific methods or technologies to validate account 
information.  Possibilities include:

– An ACH prenotification
– ACH micro-transaction verification
– Commercially available validation service
– Potential new capabilities or services, such account validation enabled by APIs

Effective date March 19, 2021

Commercially Reasonable Fraud Detection for WEB Debits
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Intended benefits
–Reduce the number of questionable, invalid or fraudulent WEB entries that are 

submitted into the ACH Network and received by RDFIs
–Improved fraud detection capabilities on the front-end by ACH Originators of WEB 

debits
–Expansion in account validation capabilities and services provided by ODFIs and 

third-parties
–Limit the potential impact of fraud events, such as those spread by social media

Commercially Reasonable Fraud Detection for WEB Debits
Benefits
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Potential impacts
–Possible re-tooling of ACH Originators’ fraud detection systems

•Or implementation of a system for Originators who currently do not perform any 
fraud detection for WEB debits

•These impacts could increase the cost of originating WEB debits for some parties
–RDFIs could receive a greater volume of ACH prenotifications, micro-transactions, or 

other account validation requests
•May be in lieu of receiving live-dollar transactions initially

Commercially Reasonable Fraud Detection for WEB Debits
Impacts
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– ‘Legacy FI’ began receiving a large number of ACH debits attempting to post to account numbers 
that did not conform to its account number structure
• These debits involved many Receivers
• None of the Receivers were customers of the institution
• There were multiple entries for each Receiver 
• There was no consistency in the Originator names

– Legacy FI returned approximately 900 transactions 
– In this case, when the ODFIs and the Originators were made aware of the situation and reviewed 

the entries, they determined that they were related to a social media fraud scheme, where 
consumers were led to believe they could pay off debt using fictitious accounts
• Lack of validation allowed these entries to be originated

Commercially Reasonable Fraud Detection for WEB Debits
Case Study
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https://www.nacha.org/WEBDebit

Supplementing Fraud Detection for WEB Debit FAQs
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Does an Account Validation method or service have to cover 100% of potential accounts to be considered 
commercially reasonable?

No.  An account validation service or method might be commercially reasonable for a specific set of facts and 
circumstances, even if it does not cover 100% of potential accounts or account validation attempts.
What is “commercially reasonable” should be assessed by the parties within the full context of all the relevant facts 
and circumstances.  Such facts and circumstances can include:
1. the risks associated with the purpose of the transaction being initiated;
2. the originator’s history with returns for invalid account information and fraud;
3. the percentage of “no hit” responses;
4. the historical experience of fraud on “no hit” responses with the service being used; and,
5. the use of other compensating controls.

An account validation service or method could supplement its primary validation method with others, such as an ACH 
prenotification or micro-transaction, to come closer to 100% coverage.  

• Example: an instant verification service that can validate 95% of potential accounts can use supplemental methods 
such as prenotification or micro-transactions for many of the remaining accounts.  Alternatively, it may be 
commercially reasonable in some circumstances to confirm that the remaining 5% of entries do not show unusual or 
suspicious activity, such as concentrations of entries on specific routing numbers or suspicious account number 
sequencing in a series of entries.

Supplementing Fraud Detection for WEB Debit FAQs
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Can I still be compliant with a ‘no hit’?

Yes.  A commercially reasonable account validation method, assessed based on the factors described in 
the Rule and these FAQs, may include instances where a WEB debit entry is initiated even if the 
attempted account validation resulted in a “no hit.”

Can I still be compliant if my fraudulent transaction detection system 
does not include an AV component?

After the rule takes effect, no. Ongoing origination of WEB debit entries using existing account 
information (from prior to the effective date) would be compliant.

Supplementing Fraud Detection for WEB Debit FAQs
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www.nacha.org/content/account-validation-resource-center

Nacha Account Validation Resource Center
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Third Party Validation Options

Account Validation Data OptionsTypes of Account Validation and Vendors
•Account Status (open/closed)• Data Consortium Vendors
•Account History (new, returns, etc)– Pools of data
•Account Ownership Verification (name)• Credential Validation Vendors
•Account Owner data match (address, phone number, – Validation of online banking credentials
etc)

• Combined Solution Vendors
•Account Balance Check• Micro-deposit Partners
•Other fraud and/or risk data• Prenotification via Bank Partner

Account Validation Channels
•Consumer entry into vendor hosted online interface
•Company manual entry into online interface
•Batch upload or file transmission
•API

© 2021 Nacha. All rights reserved.  No part of this material may be used without the prior written permission of Nacha. This material is not intended to provide any warranties or legal advice and is intended for education purposes only
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Other Account Validation Use Cases

ACH and Wire DisbursementsACH Collections
•Insurance claim payouts• Insurance premiums
•Loan disbursements• Utilities
•Refunds• Government, municipalities
•Rebates• Online retailers
•Benefit/Pension payments• Loan and Credit Card payments
•Vendor Payments• Collection agencies
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Account Validation Webinar Series Recordings
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– Contact your financial institution(s) and/or payments and technology vendors
– Determine desired validation method and channel
– Begin securing internal resources for project team
– Select a vendor
– Review implementation and testing timelines 
– Implement, test, and go live
– Update policies, procedures and documentation

Supplementing Fraud Detection for WEB Debit Preparation
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•ACH Rules for Corporates Resource Center:  www.nacha.org/corporates 
•ACH Supports Businesses: https://www.nacha.org/business
•ACH Quick Start Tool: https://www.nacha.org/quick-start-tool
•Account Validation Resource Center: https://www.nacha.org/AVResources  
•New and upcoming ACH Rules and Requests for Comment (RFC): 
https://www.nacha.org/OperatingRules

•Sign up for Rules News:  https://www.nacha.org/RulesNews

Summary of Nacha’s Corporate Resources
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•Same Day ACH Resource Center https://www.nacha.org/SameDayResources
•ACH Resources during the Corona Virus Pandemic
https://www.nacha.org/ACHCovidResources

•ACH Statistics https://www.nacha.org/ACHStats
•Faster Payments Playbook https://www.nacha.org/fasterpayments
•Current Fraud Threats  https://www.nacha.org/currentfraudthreats
•Phixius - online platform that integrates technology, rules and participants to 
exchange payment-related information across all payment types: phixius.org

•Elevation – Nacha’s consulting arm if you need help: elevationconsulting.org

Additional Nacha Resources
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The ACH Network 
continues to evolve, 
and we are all a 
part of making it 
happen!  
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Thank You

Questions
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